Dinky No. 14

August 1874 - April 1875
P. 2. Search at last opposite the Governor's house, the lot of leder hose was getting afloat.

P. 4. Pasha sent an order to the Governor of Bannow to stop the running out the steam launch bought out by the Emperor to run bets. B. a.相声 with passengers - 17, - foreign part? Who owns right & why has it escaped to land?

P. 7. 24th. Yesterday evening the Turkish court levied 5 men a Turkish court. officer & 4 slaves - for murder of a master in law's of the officer - for being found them practicing 0. declared one - they interrogated them at night during -- put them in a large cell at Belova in the house - the decision came from court.

P. 7. Archbishop Bishop & priest in 1st. C. tea - going to the Governor's feast to tolaed.

P. 7. R. Yezhov - has presented petition signed 840 about eliminating student's & puppet revolution.

P. 8. A gazet - the quantity of mosquitoes is lost enough to kill me.


P. 10. Below Azizi 5 bears near where we shot the 14 - One shot a few days ago - killed a man - said to have gone from Korz.
Ahmed Pasha - commander of Turkish Squadron going up with us - appointed admiral of the Med. fleet.

At the Turkish offices, consorts & governors of Damascus called to see him or least.

Much soldiers present on all doors of every such office in honour of the Turkish fly - fusing for commander Ahmed Pasha.

Above Aydik - inside thick jungle - where ship grounded & cut to shreds - broken into 6 boats & burned.

Lt. wished to see him about April 12th. boats went out around the island - lift killed asked S. to write a letter to the Governor in Arabic - lessy the copy of the letter.

Stepped on not well - when called on Medulla.

Mrs. Wilmot going down to Damascus - their home between the Road & Cairo. Sudder house has been let to Tom Belling for 115 livres for 2 years.

M. Hiddle, Russian Consular Agent going up in the boat - flying the Russian flag for him.

Onel - passed - Nassar Pasha - Sheikh & Herbst going up to B'deck in barrow, order Nassar Pasha, director of the Turkish storm - full with soldiers.

Tomat with Lt. Herbst coming down - 'Reverend Hiet'.

Sheikh Jabra of Sheikhwalk - his people & the Sheikh Safi & the North tribes & Dahab - who mounted out. Sheikh Jabra with about 8,000 men.
D. 14.

Fates collected his men's forced thirty to go to war due to lesion fort - Desjardins settled without need of three of fort.

P. 28
20th: boat left & drew men with lot helped to visit Skid & Jones of MT.

P. 30
Extensive cultivation of melon on both banks near Sevrio & Alex Moveless - along the bank, other cultivatees were been seen abundant - taking them in market to Adamic for sale.

P. 30
Pilotta carm of collected de ville coverts & melon - told se 5 Amos Perle.

P. 31
25th: seat in bed & has hunged 3 thieves away when Regoorth, the son of Doctor the famous thief.

P. 33
Pilotta tells met the Jabez deacon about Mog of Jabez & other benefactors - one of his home -
His house at Amosia in mortgage or Amos Perle until his affaires with help settled.

P. 34
Pilotta coming up - removed voye in his place - claims for expenses.

OCTOBER

P. 36
11 wonderful evening until 217. Save Spey some guinia smelling salts, essence of ginger & a bottle of Port wine in case of need to be used.
P. 39. Above bed. Left on David Haxhiu. The standard for Besok from Fikvil Parker, manoeuvred in the E. bank. F. the order of the Pasha. Bled at Djepe. From the Pasha a plea that Fikvil is unaffiliated. Urged Arabs like Fikvil better than Pasha, thus latter is a v. tyrant against &&

P. 42. Left Holland disembark. M. Soner on 2nd plate for not keeping watch & leaving the subject night in Bled - Left Holland but waiting officially to Blackey.

P. 43. Airtown desserted date in small boxes for shipment to London by the Mesopotamia.

P. 44. Belroy to take up small cargo - have to discharge 20 tons of oil by later date - v. urgent.

P. 45. 100 cases candles for the Mesopotamia.

P. 46. Trintle in Bled out - lots of stores with the Actors.

P. 47. Passed on his former - S. H. to express his felicitous in洗脸.

P. 48. Many people walking about in the town - 7th day of Ramadan.


P. 50. From Mesopotamia, a letter cleaning machine & dye machine, furnishing - he is encouraged to v. extensively here.

P. 51. At basin Home saw Johnnie - he is to go to Farer, 2nd in Petrilia. He set out from 5. to Mesopotamia 9thuv 5.
Dilk

Wants to sell them with a brick loading gun. They are V. fine dogs.

9:40 Mr. Full of the 1st Battalion - Turkish Doctors [George] came in the hospital - dressed the wound - put some
 etter & carbolic acid.

9:52 Kept Powell on board body if London came down pair 8.10. No.
 with poor Wynn's etc. etc. etc. etc. He is going here in
the neptuline.

963 I never saw such a slow man as Full rich in my life.

November.

8.67 Jacob Seafar our troops came & took my 1507. Louis
to past with Jacob Short Sheck on interest for 3.00s,
join today at 195 per month.

8.71 Passed the S. Head and alongside at Sheph's Ford with
Redy Jakes on board, he was looking at some horses etc. the
Arabs and bringing to him.

9.71 Jelosi - account with the Natives foraid - he has to
pay about 7500 c.s.p. for difference of claims etc. Omar Pasha
said not pay it in account 5 insisted in having it as
Full rich will be put in prison - unjustly extradited -
Here are in no hurry here - 7. went 10.0 S.R. per Tropel
journey on board vessels at Amara - Turkey
want to change to Prelude - no house rent - 1

Jelosi's Roy to Steve. Rejani.
P. 73. Again from Henry to Big Blakey has a son
Bought a fine sled for nothing for 80/-

P. 75. Jack from you in your Log - letter to L Appy a lot.
Later called Mr. Scott. The master York has called full time.

P. 77. Angel - S. Rebell - Troops taking care to Breach Thorne Toe.

P. 77. Came to at Mayton Bake on board Capt. Scott, Mr. Davis,
the son of Capt. Herbert (A young boy about 20 who went abroad
to India on a核算 the Army) & Alfred Holland,
they came down in the Indian he about - shot about
120 shots before him.

P. 78. T. finished his account with the Atlantic & sent them the way
A thick bearded fellow doesn't listen at anything.

P. 79. Blakey's boy, Albert, Joseph, after Blakey's friend came
gone - skinned in the Latin Church.

P. 79. Blakey went to Tafel a walk to Tafel Thorne & back
the second came & looked & walk great outside along the
wall of the town to near the B, cemetery & back & reached
Blakey's house at 10.

P. 84. S. Mehar - al Abu - Gelert - has about 300 soldiers,
cargo & ammunition.
At 8 Fidi - was a shell, the needle touched the send
shqip of the needle broke in half.

DECEMBER.

Jane E's ring was to a Jeweller to have cleaned.

Comet went down to Wathaba with the Missionary's tent to be pitched - led Habib & family going down to spend a fortnight.

Ride [unreadable word] Behand Delhi after I thought of him,
he used to work with us for the last 20 yrs.

Ride missing - must have dropped in road from Yaluzi & thurst.
Held the Abrat Neger at Dinda to look out for him
& bring him to us.

4th. Thursday - Col. Nessin will go with us to meet the Town.

5th. The Resident, his wife, his sisters, his daughters about 4 years - 2 1/2 male servants, 3 Portuguese servants in Fog. called.

5th. Friday: The Resident is seeing visits today of all the British people from 11-3pm. - my father went.

Bought two gold watches.

Etc., etc. etc. before Xmas - so am I.
Sunday 3.1. We gave a letter of all sorts of funds for the occasion of New Year Day, as it was promised before I left. I did not.

Due to Blockey to speak about increase of pay. Settled payment of gold watch to Harris - 67 shillings.

A. Harris had been asked by Eliza to set for her dog. Table very terrible inside, poor Butler - v. sad.

1. cold - Our stoker, Mohamed, fell down a dock from the cold while he was at the wheel.
Our desks are covered with past itch & while.

138th. Dr. Bled people never even cold like &
Querly - shis are much better - hands & feet got perforant
pin scarce & wait much.

The Szyglo at E. Norwich - out with Paidok &
Raphael at Sheild Ones - beaten by a young soldier
in the 17th. School - Rezen Raphael used to walk
with that young boy who was very nice, walking with the.

Folded out at 3 o'clock until 3 o'clock - note for
suitable and write or shop asks and not - Somewhere
went home for meeting the country ended of the - back - not
in writing older.

Marvin Szyglo - Elgy - Liliu & Melina - to
see Marvin clothes put in the bag - cellphone,
walked the streets - accompanying Marvin's dad.
Elgy read - Szyglo asked him to accompanying the
Jewish

Powell goes down with us - appointed at 10th. 15
command a gun boat for one year.

Talked on Dr. Norcen - new house of the Norcen -
The house is nice & clean, but the poor being equal to the
hanging left.

Byzi. Passing the Szyglo's house - dressed up nice & nicely.
February 1876

P. 140
Welt a bad fell by fishing - feeling his nose & face.

P. 141
Passengers' clothes caught in the steering chain under a block caused ship's back wheel did not move - greeted.

P. 142
A Turkish man of war tennis ship arrived from Jeddah - a fine long storm with 50 ypg. Turkish sailors shrouded - they are all respectable boys, sons of Turkish officers.

P. 143
Dr. Pari is going to get married with Mary daughter of

P. 144
Dr. Khail, uncle of Abbas Mejdeh Duggal.

P. 145
Dodo is arranged everything for Pari in his house - all the clothing & parties.

P. 151
Settlement of Hector's claim for Jafal.

P. 152
Johnston has agreed for 6,000 Rupees payable in 3 yrs in 3 equal parts.

15th. 152
H. H. S. Turk boat 'High Rose' came up from anchor to - went & rescoped & hung off here. The Turkish men of war Brusell & Janderman - with the transport St. Andrew - came around for us but staying back the Turkish troops & nurses - after having defeated plundered & robbed the poor Moslem house - at nurses has put in cab 7 ragged Turkish as second at ready with some horses.

Nassar has put his son tagged Jafal as second at ready with some horses.

Nassar Jafal went up in the 6 coach to Li place at

Nassar set all his affairs & go up to Omdurman - to

Mount next for by the Sudan.
P.153. The ship v. slow - new books which promise so often a sound give much alarm to the defenders - a tr. was to the Lo.


P.157. 2d. Bolladon Jfr. N. - all the christmas go d. chill.

MARCH

P.164. 7th. came to ot Boston house - current v. strong. Gf. - was 3 day's past winds. - a g. shad in B'she.


The order was taken to call N. public.

P.166. March 10th. Bred at Ajoz.

P.167. At America, David has men flour the end-weights.

P.168. Jf. N. at stowe shott. not been able to sell his 400 shogs.


Mr. Dalbot brought me the rose wh. my br. Alexander has sent from Paris to Slefor. Pindoe - Smith shas to adv. for Ernna & come join for Alice.
173. November 1970 - Abdulrahman Alhadi - President of

Alhadi

M. Suleiman - Deserta of Dumatieh - June 1970

178

179. Shot a wild cat

180. From 1st Jan. 1875 I began to draw my pay at
the rate of 250 Beshkis per month exclusive of 2 S. per
day for table money.